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Technical rider 
2015 Summer 
If you have any questions, feel free to ask Dávid at balidavid.cep@gmail.com: there’s nothing we 
couldn’t solve. 

 

1. The stage setup of Satelles 

As we are an easy-going punk rock band, our stage setup is quite easy. Two guitars, one bass, two 

vocals (one main and a backup for a guitarist) and a drum. We are not picky, and if you need to change 

the setup above, feel free to do it, just please let us know that 2 minutes before the soundcheck might 

start. We kindly ask for four monitor ways, but if you have only two, it’s also perfect. Everything’s perfect 

for us. And the bass doesn’t have a pedal anymore, someone stole it, but we already didn’t need that. 

2. Backline sharing 

Usually we’re travelling with our equipment, but if it’s easier for production reasons we happily share our 

main amps and basic drumkit with a co-headliner, or we’re happily use anyone else’s backline if needed. 

We are not picky, and we do not have that unique sound that might need our own equipment to have 

some fun on stage. 

3. Engineers on site 

We do not have our own sound engineer and light designer, especially not on abroad, and if it’s possible, 

we’d like to ask for the following: 

SOUNDWISE 

- The guitars has to be the loudest in the whole 

setup. Nothing else matters, the drum is already 

loud, no one cares about the bass, and no one 

knows the lyrics. 

LIGHTWISE 

- We all growned up on heavy metal videos, so 

feel free to use as much strobes and smoke 

effects as you’d like to. Up the Irons! 

4. Parking slot 

Please reserve one for us. We’d be honoured if it would be secured. No one likes a van with a Hungarian 

license plate, especially if it’s on the streets, alone. 
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